
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

Bavarian Forest - Bohemia - Muehlviertel (M-ID: 2512)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2512-bavarian-forest-bohemia-muehlviertel

from €759.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
5 days

As one of the most beautiful natural paradises, the south-east of Bavaria with the bordering Czech
Republic and Austria invites us to an unusual motorcycle experience. The border triangle still allows
many a deep insight into German-Czech relations in the past.

Welcome to the Bavarian Forest! Our Bavarian curve
experience first takes us along winding country roads to the
Bad Kötzting area. From the former Luftwaffe
telecommunications tower on the Hohenbogen, we have a
panoramic view of the seemingly endless forests of
Europe's largest contiguous forest area. Of course, we also
pay our respects to the highest peak in the Bavarian Forest
when we circle the Great Arber.

We have reserved one of our tour days for a trip to the
neighboring Czech Republic. The large Vltava reservoir is
our destination for the day. The South Bohemian landscape
is different in nuances than on this side of the border, but
no less beautiful. Our tour guides have chosen the most
interesting routes, and there are many opportunities for
great snapshots...

Finally, the Austrian Muehlviertel with its unspoiled and
varied landscape rounds off our motorcycle vacation. In the
three-river city of Passau, we admire the view of the
confluence of the Danube, Inn and Ilz from the Oberhaus
fortress, while we can enjoy local delicacies.

The start and starting point of our day tours is our family-
run tour center at the gateway to the Bavarian Forest. With
typical regional dishes we let each of our eventful days
come to an end - always in anticipation of the next day!

Program, hotel and route changes are reserved.

Itinerary

Day 1: Welcome to the Bavarian Forest (individual arrival)

Arrival at the tour hotel by 18:00. At dinner we get to know
each other and during the subsequent tour briefing we get
in the mood for the riding days ahead of us through the
Bavarian Forest and the border regions of the neighboring
countries.

Overnight stay: Tour center in the front Bavarian Forest

Day 2: Northern Bavarian Forest (approx. 200 km)
The warm-up takes us first to the Bogenberg, which rises
above the Danube floodplains. On winding roads we then
head up into the Bavarian Forest. We enjoy our lunch with a
breathtaking view on the Hohenbogen. Next, we set course
for the Great Arber - at 1,456 meters, it is the highest
mountain in the Bavarian Forest. After arriving back at our
tour hotel, we end the eventful day with a glass of wine.

Overnight stay: Tour center in the front Bavarian Forest

Day 3: To the Lipno Reservoir in the Czech Republic
(approx. 340 km)
Today takes us to the neighboring Czech Republic, where
we cannot escape the spell of the Šumava National Park.
We enjoy the natural low mountain range landscape and
maybe grab a souvenir or two in the duty-free stores at the
border. From an old oil production tower we have an
unforgettable view of the Lipno reservoir and the hinterland.
Our further route now runs along the Austrian border for a
bit before we return to our "Starting Point".

Overnight stay: Tour center in the front Bavarian Forest

Day 4: Austrian Muehlviertel (approx. 300 km)
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Strengthened with a hearty breakfast, we set off through
eastern Bavaria to the Upper Austrian Muehlviertel. Here
the Danube meanders deeply through the Bohemian massif
- an impressive sight. Later, over a cup of coffee, we look
down on the three-river city of Passau from above. Further
on we follow the unspoiled course of the Danube upstream,
which we cross with an old yaw rope ferry. In the early
evening we reach our tour hotel again.

Overnight stay: Tour center in the front Bavarian Forest

Day 5: Individual journey home
Once again we have breakfast together, then it's time to say
goodbye. On the individual journey home we will be
accompanied by our memories of the past tour through
Bavaria and Bohemia.
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Countries Germany

Austria

Czech Republic

Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Level of difficulty easy

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in double/shared room €759.00

per pillion passenger in a double/shared room €689.00

per person single room (surcharge) - (surcharge, only available with an additional
selection of the basic price "per rider in shared twin/double room")

€149.00

Included

4x accommodation in a good, family-run hotel

4x half board: dinner (3-course menu or buffet) and breakfast buffet

3x guided motorcycle tours by experienced tour guides, daily detailed tour briefing

1x detailed tour description with maps

Guarantee certificate according to § 651r BGB for package tours

Not included

All services, meals and drinks that are not listed in the service description

Gasoline, fuel, applicable parking fees

Toll and highway fees, if applicable

Drinks and snacks during breaks, entrance fees

Travel Cancellation/Trip Interruption Insurance
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More details

Start/End: Middle class hotel in the Bavarian Forest

Duration: 5 days including arrival and departure

Total distance: approx. 840km

Daily stages: approx. 200 km to 340 km (average approx. 280 km per day)

Route profile: Paved country roads in good to satisfactory condition. The route includes curvy and partly
narrow sections. Paved sections are possible.

Difficulty: easy, also suitable for beginners and returners

Riding time per day: up to 9 hours incl. lunch/coffee breaks and photo stops

Group size: up to 10 motorcycles per group (plus guide), maximum 2 groups

Minimum participants: 8 people

Good to know:

Arrival by car and motorcycle trailer: There is a parking possibility for car+trailer at the tour center during the
tour period (possibly with costs).

Health insurance: For all international motorcycle tours we recommend the conclusion of a separate foreign
health insurance with medical repatriation. Our Allianz partner will be happy to provide you with a suitable
offer. Please inquire.
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